VISURE FOR IBM DOORS MIGRATION

IBM DOORS imposes a way of working which
is not the adequate for the new market
challenges. It prevents companies from adopting
new techniques, methods and capabilities to
streamline the requirements processes and
increase teams effectiveness.
Visure Solutions provides the easiest, only
automated and most complete migration from
IBM DOORS in the market, so you can start building
better products, quicker and more efficiently than
ever before with Visure Requirements.

SIMPLE COMPLETE AND
AUTOMATED MIGRATION
Migrate complete DOORS projects (including
history and baselines over time) from the aged
and expensive platform to Visure Requirements
in a safe and easy way.
The migration tool has been designed by proven
DOORS and DXL experts which assures you
not only that data is migrated with the best
possible mapping, but that also that the migrated
structures makes perfect sense to a DOORS
user. And it is cost-free!

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS FOR MOVING AWAY?
Save Money
Running and maintaining DOORS involves a huge investment on both Support & Maintenance fees
and personnel for administration and customisation.
Basic features plus additional like graphical modeling of the requirements process, workflow
support, metrics, document generation and others come built-in in Visure Requirements and don’t
need expensive customisation.

Low risk adoption. Familiar environment to DOORS users.
Save money, time, and user pain since users will enjoy working with their data from DOORS in
familiar structures but in a much more advanced environment.

Collaborative and open
All team members can work on the same set of requirements at the same time. Users are locking
only those individual requirements they are editing and not a complete requirements document.
Besides, Visure Requirements has an open architecture and relies on proven and scalable databases.
And it allows you to build your perfect suite since it already integrates with a lot of powerful tools.
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START YOUR MIGRATION PROCESS NOW!
REQUEST AN EVALUATION VERSION OF VISURE FOR IBM DOORS MIGRATION NOW!

IBM Rational

DOORS

Visual definition of the
requirements process
Information-centric approach
Bidirectional Traceability
Locking of Individual
Requirements
Built-in Workflows
Reusability support
Microsoft Office Round-Trip
Commercial database
Open API
(Using standard languages)

OUR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES SUPPORT YOUR MIGRATION PROCESS
Through the Professional Services DOORS Migration Pack, the team will work with you on defining your route to Visure Requirements based
on your needs, expectations and project goals.
If you want to use the opportunity to clean up the DOORS data before migration, we can provide consulting services for a DOORS healthcheck and advise you on how to prepare for your migration, so that you focus your migration effort on data that actually needs to be
migrated.
We can help you coordinate the migration of your entire DOORS database or individual projects.
We can deliver specific Visure Requirements training for DOORS users.
We can also customize the migration process and tool for different mappings to meet your specific needs.
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